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Eye MeNements and Perception

Eye Movements and Perception. During Reading

1

The purpose or tfiis papery is to review some of the issues

about perception during readin which hiye been raised in studies

involving eye movement reoordin to try to put these issues In

perspeotive end to evaluate our resent knowledge where

appropriate. First, however, it is Important to recognize that

the range of activities that can e called m1i is very broal,

and that the 'perceptual aotiviti N:Involved in such different

tasks are likely 'to be^suffielent4 different as to lead us
4

astral: if we assume that that is ocaurringduring one ls,

necessarily the same as chat is oecuvring during another

(Hochberg; 1976). The goal of tilts p\per will be consider the

perceptual. processes involved in the 4ir1y careful reading, of

cOntineolis text for the purpose of eompeetienoing and remembering

Its message.,

Sitee it has been difficult to study the perceptual

processes Involved in this type of readingt which .1,will refer to

43 = rep inve.itigtions have used other types In

wh ich e ter information ean be obtained about details of the

'prooe#ses involved, This continually ra ises the question of

geneqalitY of fiedings, Are the pereeptual proeesses invorved
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the task used in.a particular experiment sufficiently similar to

those involved in careful reading that the resu ±ts should be

accepted ae constraining theories of this type of reading?

This issue is o'f particular concern when dealing with the

hundreds of studies emploxing tachistoSoople presentation. These

studies were motivated by a need to gain the type of experimental

control necessamto investigate'perceptualwprooesses in detail.

"A tatshistosoopic presentation was taken as being similar to a
%

single fixation during reading; hence, findings from smoh.studies

were assumed to generalize to fixation during reading (Huey,.

1908).

There is one wax in which a tachistoscopic presentation and

a fixation during reading and similar; in both, the visual system

15 exposed to a relatively stable retinal pattern for a brief.,

period Or time, Given our recent historii of theoretiosi

behaviorism (as opposed ...tsi-imkthedologkoal behaviorism, which we

still largely abide by), It Is understandable that there #ould be

a bias toward believing that, similar stimulus patterns might

evoke,eiwilar perceptual processes. hcweVer, the growth of

cognitive Uhro4Vies to theorizing has been stimulated by the

recognition that, in tact, this la not necessarily true. The

organism often processes the aame information in different ways,
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depending on the task being performed..,

_Even .a_cursor_y_eolspar.,Lson or.-4 fixation
1
n eoadingend

3

taohistoseopic exposure shows sigaificsant differences, some

inherent in. Uae, nature of the tasks appropriately associated with

the two types of text presentWon; and some more associated with

the nature of "the stimuli typically used. They tyPical.ly differ
,N

in the complexitg,of the stimulus pattern (which Boma; 1978, has
.

..1

demonstr4ed has substantipl eff4cts on perceptibility); in the
L

end toward which the infortation obtained is used (reporting

words and litters 0 making semantic judgements, vs.. extending
if

one's r6presentation of a message'being communicated), in the

momentary cientext%within which the exposure is set (having time

'Ito become set for a brief exposure and prepared to do

vs. being only 'a momentary-part of a flow of

skillack behsviosupported by a series of such brief exposures to

the text); and the types of language variables involved (exposure

to or)ly one o few.tiords precludes the influence of most of the

irguage factors involvefin norV tuft) ).

It seems reasonaale for these typesof differences o

produce substantial (ifrerences In the nature of the pe ceptual

processes employed in these,two reeding tasks.' The state of the

Ns\organism is dertainly different at the onset of Life exposure to

tre
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the text, and the nature of the mental. activities beim carried

out during, the exposure and the time following must'bb quite

different. To the extent tOat perceptual processes, especially

those involved in selectively attending to available information,

are in the service of the mental proCesses engaged to carry out

the task at hand, we'would expect quite different activities to

suit from:these situations. '

.1

Additional difficulties for generalizating are seen when we

consider what typically serves as data in studies employing these
i*

two different reading tasks, and the ways'in which thwe data are

analyzed and interpreted. The complexity of the data-een be much

greater in the careful reading task; in tact, its potential'

complexity is one fdtce striving researches to adopt simpler

taski;. Added complexity does not necessarily just add new

factors to an additive model; 4 frequently changes the relation

among factorslaready entered. One reason why the ph4nomenon of

lateral masking has been of such interest is that it produces

data patterns different from thoseexpected from simpler displays

(letters further into,the visual periptry can firequently.t2

identified more readily than letters eloser to the fovea [Boma,

19731). Introduclhg a saccadic eye navement lto a task changes

the degree to Which stimulus informal n at different retinal.

locaoions influences performance e task, due to associated
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attentional processes (Rayner, licConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978;

Remington, 1980). Also, concepts that are useful in accounting

for data in the tachistoscopic task, and which are then

generalized to discussions of reading, can lead us astray in our

theorizing. The- usefulness of the concept of the icon for an

understanding of carefdl reading has been Challenged (Haber, Note

1) and the notion of a Nord superiority effect" seems

irrelevant., In studies of reading, the effe9ts of vonwords are

not taken as a baseline against which to juy the superiority of

dwords& but rather are tak'en asjhdications of the difficUlties

produced when a letter string dons not map nicely onto a known.

word. These two connepta have, or course, been central to the

study of perception from tachistoscopici presentations.

Hy puilpose here is not to argue against conductindresearch

on certain types of reading tasks. All aspects of reading need

investigation, and it is often the case that, since there is no

way to investigate some aspect of the reading processes in one

type .of Abask, another mint be. employed. Rather, I Wish to

emphasize two points. First, we need to be more ,careful to

recognize the diversity of tasks invplving reading and the

difference: in perceptual processes that may be involved, thus

treing more careful not to overgeneralize than has often been thd,

case in the past. Second, at the same time, we need to be more

4
4
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creative in finding ways, or directly studying the types of

reading we wish most to understand. In fact, this is one of the

-primary cdntributions that, recent eys movement research has made

to the field of reading. It has kovIded the means of

invotigatini many perceptual issues by studying people directly
4

engaged in the task of careful reading. It is thin literature

that is the primary focus of this review.

.The issues to be cleat with mainly fall into three.areas.,

First will be a discussion of the" control of eye movements, since

this determines what vi.ual information will be available to the

reader, in what sequence and for how long; second, a discussion,

of perception during a fixation in reading; and third, a

discussion of what is idvolvoyed'in'maintaining perception across

fixations. In each of these, the focus will be on understinding

'relatively skilled reading, with comments on the development of

reading or on reading disabilities wherSppropriate.*

Since there have been two excellent reviews of eye movement

studies recently, this review will not try to be exhaustive of

much of the earlier literature (Rayner, 1976a; Levy.Schoen &

0,11eun4-19_73-.).-
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CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS

---ttur-ing-con-tintrous--recta... ...ndrinust other-febT4ritirld-visual
tasks, the-eyes are free to move, and they do so at a rapidrate.

Where they go and how long they stay at each location is

conside'red to be part of the perceptual process, since this

determines the degree of clarity of different parts of .the.

display at any given time.

r
For presept discussion, eye guidance -trill \pe considered' as

involving two factors.: a eoision of when to launch the,eies to

the next location, which st 11 be referred to as the'IIMD2t2.1.
I.

Agellien, and a. decision o where the eyes will be sent, ihicti

will be .referred to as the A221121 deciOiDn. The temporal

decision determines the duration of the fixation, and the spatial

decision,\the length of the eye movement (saccade) and the

location of the next fixation. Other aspects of eye movement

will not be considered here.

It is well established that the variabi'ity observed in

these two aspects of eye behavior is not simply due to error,'

noise, or inaccuracy; to some extent (and the degree is.a.matter

of dispute) both aspects of eye ,behavior reilect moment-by-moment

brain state changes induced by interaction of the stimulus

pattern and the task of comprehending. Before turning-to a

4
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smdiscussion of the nature of the control in these decisions, ib,is

. first importm!t-tbreview timing considerations of when these"-

decisions are made.

HcCongie and linderwoud (Rote 2) have provided an analysis of
V

the timing of the decisions regarding eye behavior that 'will be

briefly summarized here anq is presented in Figure 1.

11111M,

Insert Figure I about here. I

A

This figure represents a fixation of approximately median

duration,* 220 msec. Above the Ape, the times of observable

events during the fixattbn are noted: The termination of one

saccade, the onset of the next saccade, and the point after which

stimulus changes have no jfect on4the time of onset of the

following sacopae, here called the-lactelle etagsaing. The saccade

'deadline occurs about 100 msec prior to'the saccade onset.

,Unnobservable (by non-neurological means) events are indicated

.below the line in the figure.. The first of these, the time at

. which the visual informatior from a TITt fixation becomes
.

avallabla2,o,,the visual centefs of the brain, is'estimated at 60

emsec after the onset ofthe fizatign. The second, the'aunt sa
.

n =Jam is the.time tt which the brain centers` actually become

A

.1.14.

S

.1.0NaMIM.M70./....11=1,
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committed to the 'time of.onset fole tilvs next "i4ccaeke.., 4 t{

This i-3 Astimated at 30 iniec pridr tO the saccade onse, ,Bath of-

influence the present fixdtion duration. estimaed at .
40 Insect or 40. msec longer' than the, saccade .deadline. (41cConkle &

.

-

/these these estimates come from physiol;gical .dati reviewed by
BUSSO (1978).

.
a' b

114, 4i

One final estimate is of the- earliest point at wh$ th stable
textual !information (as oppbsed to stimulus changes) can

Undelkoodl- Note-,,2: Thais, it is assumed -that: lang iage aspects of
r'. , a

*
. . . .

the text must`tre* having their influ9nce on pi-ocessihg within
e

t the100 cosec after the onset of. t'heifixation. This is labeleda . 0 .
1

1,

as tl7e !ref4).2.1 ..9211cant.t .thie21121.11. in Figtft-e 1. .. ,..
.K

zFrcifm this fiOref it is poss1b14 to astute the amodn'e.of
6,1.apsirog 'beiweit the textual influe;ice th'r'eshold and the. .

'point of 'no return'; the time du which_ processing of the
visual stimulus encountered on that ,fixation can influence -the.
ddrattion of tfkat hxlition". This Variest'of course, with the
duriatibn.of thx-fiXation buhor a 220-.0see flx6tioti this per'icd
is only tIO rano.- On the-other hand, for a fixation' of the same,
length, the stimulus is avai.?.al?,/e to

. . a :- 0
processing.6an rsd longer influence, th

I-
,, Sas`sumin

the brain for 120 cosec .after.

e duration of that filiation. .
g 4 50 fusee se.ica,del.. X t se,. .. 1, a

N.

etar, -Host f.;nlikelyf given thin

It

0
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1:#11 rkg pittei-n-,. -that all pro,cessiiis orAntormatio.btaille-d on
iir en

,--
fliation, has h--eed-comilteed iti-time afte.at the

in

ng--sioa-adt or even that .all which be
-- --.-b" -e.ot iffectiPs the saac-ed-e....hes been ctm0eted-.. This Would-

Vih a 420-mie.'a l'idpact time. f9:7.8) Leh to fj t
fiver_ half Of.

`et. ,Whioll WOurd

r A -

.-', -.7:;=. '=-- .:-.:- ...., . _ . . .
the- tcitO ,9.1.4--p...f or .tile Martian: fixation- saccade}_-.....:----:----._..., :--;..e.....- -., -__..,

*gest -t4--beid-Atireiriely 4`neffioient f at .

-..---V - * . ' 4a ..
-,-

draWn frrim these
ai.ifAy4tidii$, t4

::-..- --,=/.,,_.
-a di--,,,t_ r-a-- r, X

_o.
iixi t a_ n d .darp.entter!s (m-po) -

--eyem1:n'd,-s-Su'MPtt,o (seedikliO410onkiet Hoge both, yolikrt ton, ,
4 -

-'- :Z al-i , Luaas , -19/,9I,,:.propelkffig: 'of'. the ififor_nia ti.Ork, aVailable..,_...,, .. .... .,-. -- ,..z,-. ----&-::--; .
... ....

--40.iiiit, -2a tiicSiion- is 'pot r_datigleted. by the ,eid of'--i-hat-ti'zati.
.....:- k- 4-

--
.-,eniCtb..at_ the onset cif -4:;;e_'Iiext fjicatitO .is -41.4 -triggered' by _ a

---e-o-mple-tion of processing of:,:infOrMation OhtAlhe4, op_ the present,--..--- __,_-.,--= --...:_-,. -.,_ ,..-,-;-_-:_=_-,--' --.-= .._ - '-":::-..-.::::- . -,-,..,:, :. ---2-, .-,-...-::-7;__-_ -r, -2-
fi_xat-3.-Oi. _It Aipe0.'..i-, ,thet-moit_:sif, the -time, available for
prOCesSi.ng the 'itiforMati'ohr frOp most fixitt,onsi.-priOr. to the

.._:__ :_-.,.--.-,::: :

arrival of information from the nex t-_-i-Vcation.r actually occurs.
---.--_-_-:,.iftgr'j.-45.tt6 lat to "inflnenag the' duration:of- tha-t fixation

.---7-.11-'--"arii:otiel2iy" th.e.'7,i_:eigth .151` the _nett saccade= ;.;` A sie_Cond conclusion
_

t 3_33_ __is that the durations_ oCthe sliOrtest fixations (and 'probably the.
lefijiths the, saccades folloviing theM) aide not being Influenped,
at All by' tht information. perceived from those fixations. ins.Ths

incdirtg what 'prooessing typicallyi-v-
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fompleted prior tO .1*k_point of no return, and what is the

prospisingAte4ent that,triggers the onset oft a saccadic eye
44. .

11

movement .during reading. tome of these issues will be discussed

-Uater-: -. :
.,....

.

77

$ome Issue

_,, ,

--._ ,Sa'coadic'eye' movements it) reading.are:typically grouped into-
.....---:-, -----.. ,s,,,

.. s , *.\ ,
three or

ftilour

categories These include forward movements,r 7

::regressions, and rettilm--6Weeps.(Levy-Schoen -& -0' 1979) an d
.

. .

s6mgtimes corrective movements I:14' regressions frequently seen
so.i.-- ' . ,

- immediately following return sweeps (Hartsje, 1972). This section%,,-- ,. .

deal primarily with forward movements, to some degree with

regressions, and the remaining' categOries'will be .largely

,1141:11_22.algSktib]: 03

As indicated earlier, the-cont rol of eye` movements during

w OV n

reading can be considered to involve temporal and 1patial*

decisions. There is a variety of ways in which one can
.

conceptualize these decisions. For instance, it is possible that

they are both the result of a single decision: The eyes are

moved at the time the spatial diicision is made..

4

0
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On the otlIer*hand, assuming thpt a separate temporal

decision is made, one can think of it as being Dither a true

timing decision or` simply as the mind resp610ing to some ).
processing state. in the first case, the mind is seen is a

timing device, attempting to make optimal estimates of how long

the eyei-should pause ,at. each `location. Such timing decisions

-could, of course, be, madam early in a-fixatibn or even prier to

its onset, anticivating.the.time that will be required to process

the information expected at that-aocation. In the second case.

the*mind is not perceived as making temporal decisions at all,

but rather as acting `on an interrtiPt-driven basis, with eye

control events 'occurring as ,they are called "for in support of the

mental task at hand, or by external attention-capturing events.

py this view, the mind does not decide how long the eyes will be

left centered `at a 'given location; rather, the eyes are simply

left there until some critical mental event occurs which elicits

saccadic movement.

Likewise there are different ways of thinking of the nature

of the spatial decision. Here a- primary distinction is between a

posh:vs. a pull view: Does the mind decide to Sena the eyes a

centai.1 distance in a certain direction, or are the eyes drawn to

a certain location in the text? Either view can take several

forms.' In the push view, the eyes might be considered to be sent

15
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sore general distance kperhaps a standard anOun rodifleo' by :lore

paraneter refleeting looal text or ocessing oondltIons, as wIth

Kolersl -cker" plus gair control\ or ere distanot that.

has been Iculated to be liKely to be optiral under present

inl'orrat on-seeWing or hypothes4i-testing oondltions.

it would be possible for such 3 decision 4', be rade early in a

fixation, or even prior to it. In the pull views on the other

hard, the eyes are c.'Insidered to be drawn to a certain location.

As examplas, during a fix ion a reader ray attend to different

regions at different times, with the eyes being drawn to a text

region when the level of visual detail needed to support the

identification process.isnot readily available (NoConkie, 1979),

or the eyes may be drawn to the centers of words (O'Regan, 1961;

Rayner, 1979).

A basic distinction underlying these different ways of

con.: ,tualizing eye movement control is whether these mental

activities are thought of as being planfully calculated and
.

executed, or as being interrupt driven, responding to certain

critical mental events when they occur. I do not believe, that

present evidence on eye movement guidance during readingiis

capable of selecting among most of these alternatives.

There are some specific iss"es on which evidence ip
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accratirg touqsver, sc7.!e Sit these us.

It U0'..! d ha%.e were' reasorable Ito find that there vas

close reiationship between the lerporal and spatial eecizqons,

such that uhen prooz,ssing difficulties occur, reading is slowed

both by shortening saccades and by ext;mdirg the fixation

periods, resulring in a respectable aiitoeorrelation between

sue essive fixation durations and between sucoessive saecade

lengths, and correlations between the durations of fixations and

the lengths of saccades pneceding or following them; This

pattern leas not' been found (Rayner, McConl;iel & Ehrlich, 197S;

Andriessen & deVoogd,. 1973; Kliegl, Olson, & Davidson, Note 3).

This stands 'as evidence for independent control of fixation

durations and saccade extents, and for individual control of each

of these measures from fixation to f Xxayitin. Certain

relationships can be found (regressic ore likely to occur

following longer saccades (Andriessen & deVt?S-6, l'YT;) and

fixations prior to regressions tend to be shorter than normal

[Hawley, Stern, & Chen, 1974; Kliegl, Olson, & Davidson, NOte 3]

for instance), but the more global relationships appear to be'

largely absent. This fact has given encouragement to those who
A

a
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suspect that the variability in eye fixation patterns refleeti

local eegritive and stimulus pattern effects.

A second issue around whieh moeh entroversy has centered

has to do wAh the degree or global, loeal, and immediate control
-,...1111

of eye movements. aobal influences are Use which operate over,.

entil texts or large segmerLs or texts. The tendon.- of early

eye movement research to use mean eye movement measures as data

enco6aged a focus on 41obal influent es of such. factors as ace,

readi;kebility, passage difficulty, or reading strategy

(WeodwoAh% 19,0). these studies showed differences in

averaged measures, it is not clear whether they resulted from the

setting of general Paran tors in the eye movement syitem or from

the cumul tie effects of hundreds of lotlal decisions. A more

recent ropesal is that prior to reading (in 'fact, prior to any

visual ask), the subject establishes a general scanning routine

and that while there may be local adjustments, these are simply

modifications et", or overrides to, the routine initially

established (Levy-Schoen, 1981),

The demonstration of local influences on eye movement ,

control has been a primary dontribution of the recent wave of eye

movement research in the study of reading. Some examples are .
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Insert Table 1 about here.

provided In Table 1, Both the durations of fixations and the

lengths of saecades have been shown to vary with local stimulus

and information pNeessing characteristics. However, this has

raised the further\issue as to whether these local variations are

`examples of immediAte control; that is, whether the fix490

durations and the following saccade lengths are being influenced

or controlled on the basis of information obtained uring 4ose

very fixations. 'The problem of establishing the existence

immediate control is more difficult than simplydemoristrating

that local characteristics of texts influence eye movement,

patterns. It is always possible that the information having the

effect was acquired from the periphery during a prior fixation,

rather than during the present one. Thus, in orderlo establish

tile existence of immediate ontrol, it is neeessary.to.know on

what fixation certain information was in faet-acquired by the

reader. I

The recent development of eye movement contingent display

techniques has made it possible to invstigate this issue. It is

now possible to make changes in the tex disply, contingent upon

the reader's eye movements' thug ensurin that certain stimulus

information was in fact- not available' 'to the reader until a 6
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particular fixation of interest, or: a Ortioular time during that

fixation. 'If the information in question is then found to have

an influence on the duration or that Citation, or on where the

eyes go during the next'saccade, this is evidence of immediate

control. The danger in using this a6.bnique, of course, is the

posSibility that the stimulus change itself is in soma way

producing the differential effects, a problem that requires great

cars in the selection of control conditions.

A few studies presently available meet this steitit criterion

for demonstrating immediate control of eye movements. The, .

duration of a fixation can be increased if errors or gratings

occur in thei text on that 'fixation Siltyner-& Pollatsek, Note 4;

Underwood & UcConkie, Mote 5), if the fixated word is differeht

from what that word had been on the prior fixation (Rayner,

1%150, or if th4 text was shifted during the prior fixation po

that the eyes are not centered at the text'loca.tion they normally

would have been (d' Regan, 101; AcConkiet, Zola, & Wolvertone Note

6). The latter manipulation also influen6es the immediateAy
\ '

\following sacoade. In addition to demonstrations of immediate

fleets, there are also clear instances of delayed effects; where

manipulations on one fixation influence the following fixation or

the saccade foll6ing it (Rayner & Pollatiekt.Note 4, Underwood &

onkie, Note 5).° Thus, both immediate and delay d effects have

%.*
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ben demonstrated, and a goal of future research must be to

esblish the conditions under which each occurs.

So far; all :.tidies which have provlded unambiguous
oI

demonstrations of the presence or absence of immediate effects on

eye m vements ding reading have .employed stimulus manipulations

, invlay. ng 00tingi, errors, and shifting of the text, a point

noteeby Levy-Schoen and &Regan (1979), There bps not yet been
Sk.
a conclys'ive demonstration of variables in normal text

encountered during.a given fixation influencing thd*duratari or

that )ixation or the following _saccade. While it,seems highly

probable that some of the local effects hated in Table -1 are

Indeed immpdiati in nature, the final\ evidence is not yet in.

A

The issue of-whether or not eye movements are primarily

under immediate controlls an:active one in theories of reading.

Some have argued there is not'suffi;cient4time during a fixation
4,

far^sUch immediate control to occdr.(Bouma1.197(14 Bouma &

deVoogd, 197'4 Kolers, 1976; Shebilskel 973). Otheps have opted.

for a strong immediacy assumption (Hochberg, 1970rliochberg,

1976; Just & Carpenter, 1980; Mcdonkie, 1979), which often plays
rA __

4
a critical role in their theories. Xnvestigati on this issue

6

should be lively during the next few years.
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In considering the nature of.eye movement control during

reading in 1970, Hochberg noted that there are two sources of

information which Might be employed. in determining where' the eyes

:should move next. The first was visual information, primarily
/

that from the periphery since the eyes typi ally4but'not always

/travel to a region not located foveally (Wthe last fixation.
I,'

Use of this source' of information was 3.pbeled Peripheral Search
fT

Guidance, or PSG. The second was kno4dAdge of language patterns
i 41

that reduces uncertainty about the drat -yet- fixated text, `and'
.

4:',
,

which tterefore might influence whrirethe eyes are sent next,

This source of influence was eaXied Cognitive Search Guidance, or

CSG. Hochberg proposed the ,beginnings, of.a theory of reading
A '

based on the combined use of these two sources of information to

gain proceS,hing efficierielprimarily through: (a) miJimizing the,,
amount of visual information required from words for their

recognition, thus; permitting more effective use of peripheral

visual informatfon, (b) optimizing the locations of the fixations
4

yiing PSG and CSG, and (c). reducing the amount:, of visual

processing required by suggesting that readers use their,

knowledge to.form hypotheses which are 'tested against visual

information. The CSG-PSG distinction is fut.:thv clarified in a

later publipation .(Hochberg, 1976). Whether or not later writers
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havp accepted Hochberg's analysis-by-synthesis basis kor

perceptual processing, all have accepted as fundamentai`the

distinction between visual and cognitive sources of information

used in guiding the eyes, and the controversy has centered around

whether neither or these is used (recognizing the possibility of

global control operating alone), whether onelpredominates; cry,

whether both are involved (Houma, 1978; Carpenter & Just, 1977;

Haber, 1976; Kennedy, 1980; Kolers, 1976; Rayner & HeConkie,

1976), and if both, how the combining occurs. Other possible

sources of control include the establishment of a basic scanning

routine that -ptovides the general pattern required for reading

.(Levy-Schoen, 1981) and the possibility that the states of

perceptual or cognitive processes can themselves be a basis for

eye movement control (Rayner & HcConkie, 1976).

-iislaLinfarraalionix_spardaLsantrla, The primary

contender at the preiept time, for the use-of purely visual
V

informstion guiding the eyes is fund in the "preferred viewing
0

posiy.on" hypothesis (O'Regan, 1981) Raysier, 1979), which

indicates a'tendenci for readers to fixate toward the center& of

words (slightly prior to'tht centers of' long .cords). Rayner

suggested that the basis ?Sr eye guidance nay be simply to send

the eyes,to'the middle ofdthe worc(beyond the last one

ldeptified.. The .:Act that many fixations were not at the
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expeeted,location, however, was of some concern, and three

possible explanations were put forward: ,inaecuracy in the

490-guidance system, lack of. preciseness in the intended ppiitioning

of the eyei, or otheer qemantdc and/or syntactic factors (as yet

unspecified) that may override this basic algorithm. This

hypothesis is also closely allied with the observations that

readers tend to send their eyes further when a long word lies to

the right of their_ fization location "than when shorter words do

7

(Megan, 199), and that an initial fixation early in a long

:word is fr/quently followed by a shorttforward saccade, whereas

an initial fixation toward the end'of a long word is frequertlx

followed by a regression (O'Regan, i980). Apparently whether one ,

oritwo rixations are needed to recognize a long word depends on

where the initial fixation lies, suggesting an efficiency in

...fixating near the center.

It stmuld be pointed out thpt'here, as witth other eye

'fixation tendencies, the obServation,of a pattern in the data is

not itself proof that guidance is.base'd on an attempt to achieve

that pattern. For instance, the'fact that extrene letters in a

word are more eally identifiedAue.to less lateral masking

(Boumal'1973). indicates that airy theory ingesting that the eyes

are sent to a region where identification did not previously

succeed would predict that gore fixations would be centered on

t
*
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A second aspect of strictly visual control ofveye positions

is a tendenCy to ,avoid fixating on blank regions-in the text

(AbrAms & Zuber, 1972-73) intauCing the region between sentences

(Rayner, 1175a).

One example of

cognitive control is found in recordings of tegreeSive movements.
I.

Readers sometimesmove directly to a relevant previously read

word when some processing difficulty-is encountered (Carpenter

Just, 1977).. Apparently the location of the word was,retained.
el

.
. s

, and that information was o ed to guide the eyes. "w
4* ti

.,, . t .

. % . 0. . . .4 #1.'t has often been `suggested that language constraints are-.. . -

involved in spatial control.; gdOd readers presumably d6 not teed
., .- ).. .

to fixate highly *strained words, either because they care' be,
.

,

identified in pqripberal vision, or becayee they- can be

identified'on tfie basis of cognitiv., information alone and visual

analysis is not necessary (Haber, 1976; Hochberg, 1970; 0,Regan,

1979). However, this notion has been challenged by one study

'which fdrnd no, difference in VI., fixation p.atteFns on a word

uhdei- high- and Iola- cons faint tondltions (Zola, 1931).
.

_
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*4412tE9.1. At present, the, most frequently. stated eye

movemerA guidance in reading inkoiies a combindtion of visual acrd

23

cognitiV; informstkeil. tfor instance, optimal`eie.posAion may be re

, selecCecron, thd 6s4s of some combination of owlesigepf
ft . .

.

.

1 4 .

.
. , ,%:-4,

.4 . .

. Vtanguage constraints and'of**pat.ternl..availabke in.periphe'ral .-.

. . _...
.

-.- it,..,,*vision (Hochberg, 1970),,or-language constraints may .increase the..
. .

..., ,
-' '" Irkelihood,ofyecognizing certain uords in the _periphery,. thuse*

.
4.

. 0
...: . 'leading thim not to be faxated.(Haber 1978b; HcClelland &

otRegan in press;,EcConiii, 1979; O'Regan, 1979; PNayner; 19790
0

nmelhArt, f977,). In *this latter proposal, the ';(xnbinationsor
.. ,, ..

. vision and 6gpitive informatiqu enhances peripheral rec;gnitionr,
. . .

t

thus'i/lowing longer sacpadejp, but-rs.notspecifiCallx i)led xrl.
,- .

.. the 45atiall:desisioils themselves. this may by Ihy the visual
t .-' . .

. region vithin whichterroneous letters disrupt reading is the .same*
,s.

for poor fiith-grade readers as fo'r*c6llege students (Underwood,
4

0 -

/981).

, yet the college, students rake longer saccades, If average
. * . .

At. -saocade length' reflects the'rk Oon o perceptibility rattier than... ,., -
:

visibility (01Pegan, 1979), .this iycreased saccade ler4th d
.

. .
. ..

reflect a 56tt- geripent use of peripheral Asuol infoOtion by
. .

the tore skilled readers (HochbOt4A9111)., ,-
.

. ,

..f-.
I.

rinally. it may b% -that semantic preprovssipg 41" pe*
c.

pberd .

cistial information may aid ire, eye guidance (Ueisser, 1967), cut

-g(
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present, evidence makes .this possibility Unlikely (Inhoff &

Rayner, 1980; Kolers & Lewis, 1.972).
A

2.4

'Gilbert (1959) suggested that fixations Have three purposes:
.

.
.

(a) tLallow transmission of.the visual stimulus while the eyes

areat rest, (b)ito provide a period free from, interfering
0 *,

.1.. 1-:stimuli; and (c) to proyide4ime-to'comprehend the ideas and
. -

. . .. .,

.

. pay be some minimum time required in fixations for basicq ,
.

pdrcepival processes to occuri the third suggeits that-mostiwill

be longer than the minimum, the length of which should then be .

relatTon
,

involved. The first two purposes suggest that there

related to the time required forl-corprehensiop of the ideas and

relations to occur. However, Gilbert did not deal with the

question of what the event is which triggers the initiation of

the next saccade'.

factors influence
, -

While Table 1 makes it clear that many local_

the durations of fixations (characteristics,of

the word fixated, characeriSties of the next word,;
c dracteristdcs of the language context), it is still not clear

,

just how muelvof the processing induced by a word or woris

, pert.cell.hdd dufing a fixation has been accomplished bythe'point of

.no-return-on-that-ftrattoni-mor-just-nat it is that 'signals the

fixation termination.
.

a.
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As an example;, Zola (`1981) found that the initial fixation

ona word was 2 msec shorter when it was highly constrained by

the prior context than when it was less highly constrained, an
.

amount comparable to the facilitation in recognition' time which
7

Tulving.and Gold (190) obtaih;d.when appropriate contextual
`

constraint was iritrodu.eed. Thus; this indicates some efficiency/
in processing resulting from the language constraints. However,

the nature of the mechanism underlying this savings is stillsnot

known: For'example, it may be that in'anyof several ways,

recognition .of the citical wor-d was sped up by the constraints,

`thus'reaching sooner the 'processing state which triggers a

saccade. Or it' may be that once the word waS'recognized.it was
.

1

also notgd that it fit easily with the developing structure, so

-less processing time was allotted. Or it may be that during the

prior fixation the fact that this was a region of high constraint

(low information value) was detected, and thus a shorter fixation

was planned at the next location.

While recent research has documented local effects on the

durations of fixationsl'so far it has left us in ignorance as to

the nature of the mechanism producing this variability. This

fact has a bearing on attempts to use eye movement. data as a

basis ror estimating the time required to process different

segments of text, a topiO which will bejbriefly discussed later.
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One phenomenon which has been largely ignored in reading

research, and which it.something of an embarratsment to most

present views of eye movement control, is the existence of small

\\ saccades. 'Why is it that readers at times move their eyes such a

short distance that the new region fixated was within the fovea

on the prior fixation? It seems unlikely either that the level
AlPs

of visual detil available from that region on the prior fixation

Jailed to permit adequate dfscrimina-bion among letters, or that

it would be anticipated that critical new information would be

available there that was not accessible on the prior fixation.

The typical way of dealing with short saccades is to ignore them.

Tfiis is done in either of two ways. First, for most equipment

there is a limit on the size of the saccade th5t can be reliably

detected. The definition of a saccade is often set in the data

. reduction progrlm in a way that eliminates small saccades; for

instance, JustAnd Carpenter (1980) declare the eyes to be in-a

fixation until they move outside a threecharacter window around

that fixation location. How small a saccade can be detected

depends on such factors as the noise level of the equipment and

, the sampling rate (McConkie, Zola, Udlverton, & Burns, 1978).

Second, the-inVestigator may choose to ignore detected saccades

if .hey are less than a certain length (O'Regan, 1979) or if they
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do not take the eyes'out of some region of interest (Just &

Carpenter, 1980).

The only available evidence on the frequency of

microsaccades during reading (saccades of 11.6 minutes of arc or

less, which is about 1/2,to 3/4 letter position in most displays

uped for eye movement research) indicates that for one subject

they oc'urred on 1.7% of fixations and for a second, on 4.8% of

fixations (Cunitz & Steinman, 1969). On fixations containing

these microsaccades, median fixation durations were 535 and 520

msec, in, contrast to 285 to 305 msec for fixations with no

microsaccades. Furthermore, time from onset of the fixation to

the onset of the microsaccade was 275 and 295 msec, very similar

to the normal fixation time for these subjects. These authors

claim that small saccades do not improve visibility4 since low-
,

velocity drifts are sufficient to accomplish that/ purpoPe.

Rather, they suggest that, like larger saccadeP, they are

scanning movements, made when a subject searches for very fine

detail in a fixation target. Thus, they make no dichotomy

between microsaccades and larger saccades.

This argument seems reasonable When a subject is attempting.

to fixate a small target or to examine a display made of very

fine detail. It loses its credibility in reading, hOwever, where

30
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the level of detail needed to discriminate among letter's and

words is not very fine, certainly not fine enough to require

1/2-letter or smaller saccades..

ti

There seem to be two other possible explanations. One

suggested by Cunitz and Steinman is that when a subject is

examining a display for fine detail, small saccades are made that

are "peripheral indicators of small changes in attention within a

very.ciroumscribed-portion of the 'visual field." Thus, there may

be a sufficiently close link between attention and the saccadic

eye movement system that certain (perhaps_ discrete) movements of

attention result in a small change in eye position, even when

that change itself is not `functional (McConkie, 1979). A second

explanation is that*the eye movement system operates with some

base frequency of movement. That is, there may be some naturar

tendency for the eyes to move every 200-300 msec, and if the

perceptual system has not called for such a movement by then, a

discharge occurs to move the eyes anyway.. In this case, the eyes.,

would only be moved a short distance so as not to interfere with

,ongoing perception. This explanation seems most compatible"with

Levy-Schoen's suggestion of a pre-established basic scanning

routine fqr reading, described earlier. Another bit of

compatible_emidence_is that when the text is masked with a

grating during the early part of a fixation, readers sometimes

4
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initiate small eye movements even though there is really no

useful stimulus pattern to attend to for reading (Rayner &.

Pollatsek, Note 4). At the present time, there seems to be no

basis for 'selecting among these or other possible explanations of

small saccades. However p e existence of small saccades raises

the issue oe'Whether every saccade is purposeful, initiated for

the purpose of sending the eyes to some location where added

visual information is needed, or whether som re elicited on
.

some other basis.'

Whatever the basis for small saccades, their effect on

certain aspects of our data should not be overlooked. Obviously,

the durations of fixations re'ported'from an experiment depend to

some extent on what is taken to be a saccade. To ignore some

saccades (as is usually technically necessary, since the smallest

saccades cannot be reliably detected with most eqyipmett

available for reading research) is to report longer fixations

than actually occur. How much longer the average fixation

duratio --se es t-t ed, sine-e

the higher"the threshold is set, the more are ignored, and hence

the more "contaminated" fixation durations are included in the

distribution. From Cunitz and Steinman's data, it appears that,

the primary effect of, ignoring small saccades is to increase. the

number of fixations with long durations, thus increasing .the

32
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positive skew in fixation duration distributions. It is also the

case that such aspects of the data as the number of fixations

made in reading a passage, the average length of saccades, and

thenumber of regressive movements made are influenced by the

saccade threshold of the study, as well.--

The His for Regressive iovements

While most eye movements during reading are either rightward

.along ,the,linel-oi*1-eftward and down to the next _line, a

considerable numbeecast the eyes against this normal

progression, seeming to take the eyes back for a reexamination of

earlier-seen information.: The question arises as to whether

these regressive movements ani the fixations that precede and

. follow them are perceptually any different than those bounded byft

forward saccades, or whether the basic perceptual processes are

the same, but these saccades-are simply induced unde'r different

cognitive circumstances. There are differences in the eye

movement patterns associated with regressions: The average

ura ion o fixations prior to regressive saccades is shorter

than those prior to forward saccades (Hawley, Stern, & Chen;

1974; Kliegl, Olson, & Davidson, Note 3), he average length of

regressive saccades is shorter than that for forwatld movements

(Taylor, Note 8), and the fixation following a regression can

3'3
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also be, shorter than normal (Hawley, Steim, & Chen, 1974).

Whether these differences reflect differences in the perceptual

proUtazes associated with ese fixations is not presently known.

Most speculation has focused on -the conditions under whizh

regressive eye movements 'occur. For example, it may be lhat

regressions are stimulated by inaccuracies in eye positioning,

habits formed in early stages" of learning to read (Taylor, Note

8), compreheniion failures (Shebilske, 1975), failure,of

recognition to be qompIeted by the time the eyes are scheduled to

move on (Bourne, 1978.), the need for additiOnal.otime for the

reader to learn and remember high priority information (Shebilske

& Fisher, Note 9), anticipations (Russo, 1978) or the failure to

confirm expectations (Wildthan & Kling, 1978-79), or,certain'

semantic factors (Carpent4& Just, 1977). It is obvious that

t

very creative studies are going to be required to establish, and

distinguish among, these and other similar alternatives.

As with forward saccades, the control of regressions can be
,

immediate. Encountering errors left of the center of fixation;

can induce an immediafe'regression (Underwood & McConkie, Note .

5), as can shifting the text to the left during a saccade

(O'Regan, 1981; McConkiel-Zola, l& Wolverton, Note 6). The length

of regressions that comnioniy follow return sweeps of the eyes

4
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depetids on the position of the' immediately prioi fixation

relative to the left edge of the text; this correlatio was..,97

for 36 instances produced by a subject whose data were available 4

to the author. At the same time, there are times when

encountering errors has no effect on the immediately following

saccade, but only on saccades following that (Underwood &

McConkie, Note 5).

Thus, both .immediateiand nonimmediate effects have been
. .

observed in. the control of regressive saccades, but as yet there

is no unambiguous evidehce for immediate effects based en

semantic and other higherlevel processing. This remainsIt

challenge for the future.

PERCEPTION DURING A FIXATION IN'REAOING

Given that the eyes have been sent to some, particular

location, there next arises a set of issues about the nature of

the perceptual ar'ocesses occurring' during the fixation (or

perhaps, more properly. during the period of"time that the mind

. is responding to the visual information provided by that

fixation). First, it should be noted that, although the visual

system is sensitive during saccadic eye movements (Uttal 4 I
Smith. 1968), the type of %isual detail needed to support reading

35
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- is not acquired ddring those periods (Wolvertohl.Note 10); Also,
..

,

while there is some decrease in the sensitivity of the ,visual

system immediately pridr to and-following-each saccade *

'CRemington, 1980; Volkman, 1976), this reduction is not*
_

,

syffi, ient tolpreclude perception of such high-contrast stimuli

) das a typically encountered in reading (Ramer, Inhoff;
. :.

. Morrison, Slowiaczek, & Bertera, 1981; Wolverton, Note 10).

Thus, reading is based on perception of stimulus patterns

available d ri
1

ag fixations, and the visual `system is sensitive

throughout the period of the fixation.

2The issues to be dealt with in this section have been

divided into two groups, those involving the functional stimulus,
/ *

and those dealing with the dynamic of.p'erception during a
- ,

fixation.

Of.
1.1 . II II

An empirical issue, quite apart from questions- ofhow

perceptual processes proceed during a fixation, concerns just

what aspects of the textual stimulus array that falls on the

.reader's retina during a fixation affect the reading yrogees.

This is the problem of identifying the functional stimulus. In

considering this probl6m, it is first necescary toestabiksh just

what aspects of the stimulus pattern are actually available to

3$
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the reader. Because of,,the small size of the fovea, the region

providing the highept degree of visual resolution, together-with*

the loss of acuity lin more peripheral regions, different aspects'

of the visual pattern are available at different.retinal

locations. Furthermore, there are interactionszywithin.the visual

system-that result in letters located further 'into the periphery

sometimes 4 .6Eng.more easily identified than letters closer-to the

fovea (Bouma, 1973). While Bouma and his colleagues have

contributed greatly to understanding on these issues, much work

remains to be done in order that the limits on whit visual .

inforNation is aotuai/y available to the reader might by fully .

known. This is needed in order to enable investigators tq

distinguish between failure to utilize stimulus information

because it is not resolved' by the visOalssygtem vs. because it

was not attended.

-

In discussing the functional stimulus in reading, two b sic

issues will be considered. First, from what visual region is

information of various sorts acquired ;Iurine. P rivition, and

second, within this 'region what aspects of the visual pattern are

used

4
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The perceptual span will be defined as that regiofl around

the center.144ision within which some aspect .of visual 'detail of

interest is used In reading (or affects the reading process).

From this definition, it is clear that this region must be

assessed for each aspect of visual information of interest.
1.

Furthermort, it is possible that this region changes as the

nature of the task or of the text display changes. Thus, It is
.

necessary to specify the nature of the information Ming studied

.'and the nature of the task and stimulus characteristics in order

for the conceit of a span to be most useful.

In order to better understand what is being measured in

studies that attempt to measure the perceptual spans it:is

necessary to make some further distinctions (Underwood &

HcConkier Note ,5). It is possible that the region attended on

different fixations varies, so the "span." is not:the. same from .

fixation to fixation. It is further possible that different

regions are attended at clDferent times during .a single f.ixation.

Thus, .we must d!5,,/inguish among three "spans." The momentary, span
qb

is that region attended at some Noment during a fixation, the

rixetioawa-is aTegion-oonststing of ail Chard

regions attended during a single, particular fixation, and the
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2grts=dial,:aman is p-ragion whic h encompasses an the individual

fixation spans, though, of course, it.may be coterminous with'
t it

.none of them% Thus, the perceptual span, as Measured In present j
liudi s, may not necessarily indicate the region tieing-perceived

.,w4during partieu.lar fixations, or at any particular- moment.

Furthermore, this points up a weakness in our present techniques
0- .

for measuring the peeceptdal span, which typits21y involve
%

modifying some aspect of the text pattern at some peripheral

visual location tiring-one or many fixations, and observ3.ng

whether this has any effect on reading, as.icdicated by, eye

movement patterns-or reading rates. Uhether or not a study

reveals the use of,some aspect of .he stimulus at some retinal

location dependson three factors: )he frequency with which that

aspect of the information is used at that location, the-nature.

`and size of effect's that modifying this aspect of the text

has °weeding, and those characteristics of the design of the

study that affect its sensitivity in detecting the typbs of

changes in behavi r being produced. Thus, if certain information

11 utilized fr particular region only occasionally, andthe

method used to edify that information pro uces relatively small

ch*anges in behavio or if the design of the study is weak in Ats .

_ability to reliably detest such changes, then the study will

underestimate:the size. of the perceptual span for.that

3J
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information. In fact,: it if quite` poieible thaVours,udits

T'consistehtly underestimate _the span for most typet of !

,Jinformaton, especially lrl/s,use at the roost loca
,r bccyrs but rarely.

; "110# r
.Fipa4.1Y,41t.should,be pointed ok th tici6d4Stratingat

visual InforpatIOn is being "u 11144d iigMiceriain peripheral

region durinW fixations does n .:,establtsh that words in that

location are being identified, on those fixations. Certain
. , = ,

aspects of the text may be useful in.eye guidance,, in providing
.

. .
*-.4.. .

#
information about-upqoming text that will facNitate its

processing, br for other purposes, ottlerthan.actual text

identification. Also; he tact of 'use of certain visual

information does not esiartsh that uoids.in that regiAn were

since it is logically popible that the40marhave

been identified on the 6asi& of contextual information. Thus, at

t N& the pitsent time-a44e is no well-established relationship .

be, ween what information is utilized from given_ peripheral
a

*`- ---regi on 5 -4411-61.b-6e-ficied-d-ar e tified in those regions.

N
Inital studies on the perceptual span qugition which-utilized eye-.

movement contingent display control techniques (HcConkie*&

BaYneCI 1975;.Payner, 1975a) suggested tit different 'aspects of

-

1

St
1 .
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'the" visual pattern were being utilized different distance's. into,

theperiphery, with word length,, word shape, and initial and

final letters'being acquired and used further out than internal

letters. 1n more recent works, it has been established that

replacing the text in the periphery with a square-wave grating,

thus removing all information other than an indication of where

the line lies and perhaps what its end point is,, has no effect "on

reading if it is no closer than 14 character positions to the

right of the fixation location (Rayner & Bertera, 1979; Rayner,.

Inhoff, Morrison, Slowiaczek, & Bertera, 1981). This suggests

that some more detailed aspects of the stimulus are typically

acquired and usediu0 to about 14 letter positions, though it is

.possible that the very, noticeable, homogeneous pattern presented

by the grating may have been having some effect of its own

perhaps by influencing the subjects' reading strategies (O'Regan,

1980).

At the other extreme, distinctions among letters may not.be

made mp-14-ithatou-tstirletters to the right (Underwood &-

HcConkie, Note 5; HcConkie, Note 11), with uppercase letters

being perceived somewhat further than this (O'Rgan, 1980).

`Eifthvgrade children, both those reading at and above their grade

level and'those-reading below, appear to acquire and use letter

information from the same region as do college students
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(Underwood, Note 7), Thus there is no evidence that the region

within .hich letters are identified increases as reading skill

develops ('Stewart-Lester & Lefton, in press).

A

Studies in which subjects are asked to read under conditions

in which foveal information is masked, Bence only per pheral

visual information is available, indicate that little nformation

*beyond occasional lette (typically initial and final \letters of

words), word length, etc. an be acquired from words lying as

-much as six letter positions from the fixation location.

Fdrthermore, studies designed to determine whether subjects can

gain semantic, phonetic, or other such information from words in

similar peripheral locations have failed to find such influences

(Inhoff & Rayner, 1980;-Rayner, McConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978;

Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980). These studies again indicate

the narrowness of the region within which the type of visual

detail normally considered to be the basis for reading can be

obtained.

While considerable progress has been made in this area,

further work is needed to explore individual differences and the

affects of text and task factOrs, and to determine whether there

is irideed variability in the individual fixation Spans and

momentary spans as people read.
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'Perception to the left of the fixatiori_location. The

perceptual span for letter information is asymmetric with respect

to the fixation location, extending less far to the left than. to
4

the right (Rayner & McCOnkie, 1976). This asymmetry is greater

than can lie accounted for strictly on.the basis of visibility of

letters and words (Bourne, 1978) and has been attributed to

attentional processes (McConkie, 1979). The fact that the region

perceived during fixations by Israeli readers extends further to

th'e left as they read Hebrew than as they read English

(Pollatsek, Bolozky, Well, & Rayner, Note 12) adds further

evidence for the attentional explanation..1There is evidence

that the region perceived during a fixation begins at the

beginning of the presently fixated word if it is within four

letter positions to the left of the fixation location, or at

about four letters to the left if the word extends beyond that

point (Rayner, Well, & Pollatsek, 1980). It has been suggested

that the reason the perceptual span seems to extend such a short

distance to the left of the fixation location in readers of

English is that when a saccade is made the ekes are sent to a

iodation just beyond that where the text has been identified, and

hence text to the left has already been perceived (McConkie,

1979).
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/Variabilitv in individval fixation_ spans. Th re is'some
,

I

evidence that individual fi ation spans of a rea er vary froM

fixation to fixation, but no basis yet for de ermining the degree

to which this occurs. Present evidence indicates that the left.

most extent cf the span may1 be determined/4 where the fixated

word begins (Rayner, Well/& Pollatsek 1980) and that whether

one detects errors in the periphery may depend partially oni the
i ,_

,

location of the fixatilon in the senence (Rayner, 1975b). When
/

//
I

the text is masked and removed during occasional saccades
( / 1

subjects are reading, and they, are asked to report the last word
I

read; they sometimes report the last word fixated and sometimes a

word.or two to the right diit (Hogaboam, Not 13).

There are a number of reasons why variability in individual
1

fixation spans might be
,

expected. Retinal factors such as

lateral masking influence whether a given letter or letter

combination will be visible at the same retinal location on

different fixations (Boum, 1978)., If perception is in word,

units, then the individua.1"spans will tend to be determined by

the locations of word boundaries (Rayner, Well, & Pollatsek,

1980). .Language constraints may influence how'far into the

periphery visual information is acquired and used (Haber, 1976;

Hochberg, 1970; Wanat, 1971), though this has not been clearly

demonstrated in reading.
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Another likely possibility is that variability in individpal

fixation spans arises from different fixations serving different

functions. It has been speculated that on the fixation at the

ehd of a retqrn sweep, and followed by a regression, the only

information attended has to do with the location of the left edge
4

of the line of tvt, so a corrective movement can be made.

However, Hbgaboam has found in pilot studies that when the text

is masked and removed following-such fixations subjects can

typicapy:r4bit the word fixated. The ob'Servation.t on

fixations in the region between sentences subjects are less

likely to be influenced by errors in-the periphery raises the

p4sibility that such fixations may not have visual analysis as

their'primary purpose (Rayner, 197b). When people read alcong

with'a slowly paced oral rendition of a pasages they make cycles

of regressive and forward saccades (Levy-Schoen, 1981). Some of

these fixatObs may be for tie' purpose of biding time rather than

for.visual analysis. Finally, scloie fixations preceding and

followaklg-regressions may have a somewhat different function than
%.

,Jthose, bounded by forward saccades '(Just & Carperit-913171-
0

0McConkie, Hogaboam, Wolverton, Zola, A0 Lucas, 1979). We have

observed many instances in which a reader regressed back to a
. .. . .

word that, in the interim, had been changed, and even though

fixating the word 4rectly, gave no indicati'on that a different
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Finally; the'indivIdual fixation spans may vary for reasons

related to temporal characteristics of the visual system

described
earlier. As indi,:ated earlier., the eyes are probably

advanced prior to compleLing,Pr,-Ncessing of the visual information

available on any given fixation; in fact, the full visual array

may be available in'the visual centers for about 60 msec after a

saccade is initiated, the time required for the saccade-

associated stimulug-changes to reach the brain. Thus, what is

seen on one fixation may depend on hbw far przocessing has

proceeded prior to the time the visual information arrives from

the next fixation, which may in turn reflect processing

difficulties encountered.

The possibility of variability in individual fixation spans

raises the question of just how flexible readers are in their

ability to read-ding information from different retinal regions.

Bilingual Israeli-English readers shows some. flexibility, as they

change languages (yollatsek; Boloif, %& Rayner, Note 12).

However, other information suggests t t 'while it is true that

the controls for eye movements ap attention are not identical,

.7there is a. close relations ,p between where the next' fixation

will be and where one tends ylayner, McConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978;

4.6
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Remington, 1980). When a normally used region of the visual

fie/.d is masked, readers do not seem to be able to change easily'

and read from a different region (Rayner, Inhorf, Morrison,

Slowiaczek, & Bertera, 1981;.Rayner & McConkiel 1976).

r.

It is sometimes assumed that the lengths of'saccades, wtlich

are quite variable, are rented to the size of the region being

perceived (McConkiel 1979; Taylor, Note 8). At present there is

little evidence on this. point (but see Hogaboam, Note 13). In
4.

further work on this issue, it will probably be important to

..distinguish between the region where certain visual information

. is available and the region where words are identified. For

.instance, a word at a given retinal location maybe identified on

oneencounter, but not on another, not because of differences in

the visual information avaiable from it, but because of language

constraints.'It may be that where the eye's are cent is related

more closely toldentification than to the individual fixation'

span.

Various claims have been made about just what aspects :X they

stimulus serve as the basis for reading. Some have suggested

that each letter is encountered and in some sense identified

(Geyer, 19701 Gough, 1972), while others have argued that due to

41,
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the redunaancy of the language, or to frequency of experience

with certain patterns, ideritification can occur on the basis of

partial information: word length, characteristics of the word

shape, of...information from only certain letters, etc..(gumelhart,

1977; Smith, 1971). This controversy raises questions about what

aspects of the visual pattern within the perceptual span region

are perceived and utilized in reading. .There is good. evidence

that information such as word length or shape can facilitate

guessing what word might be next in the textpaber, Haber,-&

`Furlin, dote 14), and that errors which change. the shapes of

words can be detected more easily (Haber & Schindler, in press),

indicating-that these types of information can be used when

needed. The question, of course, is whether they are regularly

used in reading, and whether finer detail 'is sometimes ignored.

Actually, there arettwo issues which need to beTdiscussed.

First is the 'question of whether full use is made of the

available visual information in the regions attended; is it

possible for the reader to 'extritct only certain visual

information needel for the decisions at hand and ignore the rest,

as has so often been suggested? Second is the question of

wnether language constraints allow identification of words in the
^f.

periphery to occur when ,only partial information is available.
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$ele vg attending; available information.

%
ti One of the

,

most frequent-y made assumptions in theories oft visual perception
bw-

during reading is that, by some means, the reader is able to

attend select4ely to certain information that is of greatest

Value in the 'present context
. (Brown, 1970; L. Haber & R. Aaber,

in press; Rilmellf, 1977). It is assumed that in so doings4the

reader gains efficiency through maximizing the use of available

tnguage information and minimizing the perceptual processing

required. If this is true, then which aspects of the text serve

as the functional stimulus may be higidy variable, depending on

the context at the times,and the degree and perhaps nature of the

constraints in operation. Determining whether there is such'

variability in the functional stimulus is'Or9bably one of the

most'crItical questions in the area of perception during reading,
as

since it has played such a central role in recent theorizing.

One study designed to detect whether skilled readers'fail to

process internal letters of highly constrained words fourid no

evidence of. thiS .expected selectivity (Zola, 1981). -

.

Even if
O'l Of oir !It f

,

readers do not selecgvely ignore available information, they may'

identify words on the basis of less than full visual detail where

that detail is not available, for instances-in the visual

periphery. I fact, gaining this ability is thought by some to

40
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be=a primary means by which readi fluency is achieved (L. Haber

& R. Haber, in press; Hochberg, 197; From an information-

"theory perspective, the context, an i tial letter, and a few

global characteristics of a word are of en sufficient to uniquely

specify it among the set of relatively co mon English words (R.,

Haber & L. Haber, in press). The question, however, i5 whether

thit-actually serves as,a sufficient stimulds for reading. The

research reviewed earlier, indicating that' is al detail mere

coarse-grained than that on.which letter distinctions are made i

available and usedin the periphery, suggests that this might be

the case. However, it-is also possible that such infortatieon i

not being used for identification directly, but rather that it lis

used for eye guidance, and in some way facilitates identification

Of information on the next fixatibn (Rayner, 1978b; Rayner,

'HcConkie, & Ehrlich; 1978; Rapier, McConkie, & Zola, 1980). -Some

evidence for identificatidn'on the basis of incomplete
4 ,

information is found in studies where thetext is masked nd

removed during certain saccades, and subjects report the last

word read (Hogaboam, Note 13). Readers sometimes report words as

many as two or more to the right of the last word fixated, words

which had been some distance into the periphery. Whether this
.

normally occurs during reading, or only when required by the task

of reporting words, remains a question for further investigation.

30
t
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--The_Dynamips 4f Perception

.

In addition to knowing what aspects of the trisualstimulua,

serve asftthe functional stimulus for reading, At4s necessary to

know the dynamics within which this'informAion is utilized.

This will be.discaled-as two sets of. issues: Whep during the

fixation is information being acquir0 and used, and what is the

nature of the' perceptual processes inyolled?

Chronology of Perceptual Events

Another issue in ehe understanding of perception during

readinvis.whether diffent types of perceptual activities occur

at different times during a fixation, and whether different
)

aspects of the stimulus pattern are processed at different times
,

during a fixation. These issUe-Sare the topic of another paper

by members of our. laboratory (Wolverton & Zola, in press). 4

It h been suggested that the acquisition of Nisual,

information occurs early in a fixation, leaving the remainder of
0

the fixation time for processing'for comprphension and deciding

where to send the eyes n:xt (Gough, 1972). Just and Carpenter

\(1980) included this as a separate stage in their model,

labeled "Get New Input." This view has been bolstered by evidence

I 5'
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that pedple oar) read short senences when they are available for

only the first 50 msec of each fixation just as accurately as
: -

when thty arercontinuously available (Rayner, Inhoff, Morrison.,

Slowiaczek, & Bertera, 1981). Wolverton and Zola (in press)

argue against this view.

. Ae;,

In orderkto deal with this4issue, one mist make a clear

distinCtion between whan it,is that the information becomes

available to the braih, which.will be referred to as

registration, an 'when the ltnguage proCesses are modified by the

presence of that information, which will be referred to as

:R#gistraion 5.4 simply a matter of transmission of

retinal encodings to the brain, and this, of course; occurs early

in the fixation. HoAer, our observations h6e led us to

believe that utilization occurs throughout the period in which
, .

visual information is available from ai.fixation. While it may be,

possible for a reader to adopt.a strategy.by.which reading'can

take puce with the vfsual information available for only 50 msec

of each fixation as efficiently (though not as easily, .from my

experience) as with a continuous view of the text, this does not

appear to be the normal case in readiag. rather; readers

frequently report having read stimuli prtsent only later in the

fixation, beyond even 100 msec. It seems possible that

iIilization occurs throughout the time the information is

52
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available, bs needed to support.the ongoing comprehebsion

processing, thosugh this possibility has not*bein established by

firm evidence.

If there art stages diming a fixation, that is, times when

characteristically different perceptual activities are carried

put such as visual input, testing hypotheses, generating

hypotheses, calculating where to send the eyes, etc." then tide0
fixation must be'regardedas psychologically fundamenAal in the

.

reading Process.% The fixations become the basic time periods of,

.4

,meintal activity,' and regular cyples occur with respect-to them.

This may to faot.be the case, but' an alternative should alio be

considered (McConkik, 1979). Suppose that utilization occurs

throughbut the f4xdtioil as needed,by the comprehension

processes. Reading'isther continuous process.yith visual

information` being vtljized whenever appropriate for advancing an
7

understanding of the text, and the fixation loses much of its

psychological primacy. At this level, there are no iixation-

linked .stages, since the nature of th5,mentaLactivity is driven,, .

by the nature of the language processing occuitring, rather than

by eye movement characteristics. At some lower level, the

problems of ensuring that the eyes are in appropriate locations

are handled without speciricdirection frog the language

propessing taking place. In the saccade control there are
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obviously some events that must occur at specific times:, -,

Registration occurs early in the fixation, and at some point

-final information.,4s provided to the saccadic system as to where

to move next. These events, howevar are peripheral, and ma/

.have very little effecton the morelcentral cognitive processes.
., .

e
.

taking place. 2L..-
.. f

J. . . .

./ The purpose of this disquiston has been to try to highlight

gbdne additional issue in our ,understanding of perception in

$,*

4.

.lead ing:. whether the eyemovement activity which we monitor is a

fundamental activity from which the higher...mental procespes are

timed and sequenced, or whether they are are incidental to.the

--attre fundamental processes and simply reflect patterns that are

necessary to provide the mind with the information needed for

reading.

rt Ttlere

are
t
-several reasons fon expecting that visual information from

different regi o&within the area perceived on a fixation ar4

utilized at different times. EvidenBels atcLluLating that this.

is fndeed the case. Foveal stimulds patterns deem to have their

effect-earlier than more peripheral patterns, for instance

(Rayner, Inftqff Morrison, Slibwiaczek, & Berteral 1981; HcCongie

`& Underwood, Note 2; Underwood & 2cConkie, ficEe 5) /. Whethcli

54
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i die to differences, in transmission times (Houma, 1978), to the

use of oeripheral Information only later 'when eye movement

decisions- ere called for (Rayner, Tphoff, Morrison, Slowiaczek, &
.

Bertera, 1981), or to a general- tendency _for readers to

AttentOnally proceed along the line of text during a :fixation

(HeConkie, 1979) is a question which requires investigation.

ri_amkatasuLtvatinrLeastinz

4te04.5'beeneVident fr6M prior discutsion, a wide range of

1:4_0Ve been made concerning the natuee of the perceptual-

pr4ocgtS'es during reading. Some would see reading as involving

input 'followed tlY-i-aiTaiii7dtages of analysis of

4470tOr94tionto gain its meaning (Geyeel., 1970; Gough, 1972),

--*>-*.iteir2.Wertila see _it az,primarily creating and testing hypotheses

rbri ercountered information and knowledge of language

pIp5pei-.napn peripheral visual information (Goodman, 1976;
f

Hailt,r-t ALiL. ber, In press; Hochberg, 1976; Russo, 1978),

vould see it as involiring the simultar4ous ,
.i

ripeit.-iivil-af natty procen-4^,1 stimulated 'by information in a

memOy.L1patze 'noterin the results back into that space

1,10A 1977).- _no attempt will be

e to revie4,the various theories of perception during

-r6a& tt tnat tleol udv:Inced.. The only point to be ade is

*

1
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that these theories differ in the nature and timing of the

.processes assumed to be occurring &wing reading andloas a

result, make different predictions on the various issues that

have been and will yet bg raised in this paper: Issues

concerning what serves as the functional stimulus and when the

informatidn is utilized, what information is used in determining
4

the location of the next fixation, and what information is -

carried over from one fixation to the next during 'reading. Thus,

advancing knowledge on these issues will not only provide a basis

for judging.the strengths and weaknesses of present theories; it

will also force reconsideration_of.t6e types of mechanisms that

-might underlie perception during_ reading, and place constraint's

on futare theories.

PERCEPTION1ACROSS SUCCESSIVE FIXATIONS

In reading, as in most other visual tasks, a person rakes

several fixations per second, with each fixation providing a

somewhat different view of the world. how the mind integrates

information from successive fixations in a coherent, stable

impression of the world is an issue. of long standing in the field

of psychology (Cumming, 1978; Huey, 1908), and underlies several

ques,Itions about perception during reading, specifically. First,

however, some differences between reading and many other visual

5

Or
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.tasks should be noted.

In most visual perception, the goal is to gain information
g

about; or form,.a representation of, the figural characteristics

of the stimulus array: shapes, spatial relations, and

transformations*of these over time. However, in reading, the

figural aspects,of the stimulus pattern are simply a vehicle by

which the person'Attempts to understand the message communicated

by the text; the visual shapes are of little intrinsic interest

,og.. except in the case of certain forms of poetry or graphic design.

It is not the shapes of letters, words, sentences, or paragraphs-
,

that are important-to retain, as is evident to anyone inspecting

text written in a language he haS not /earned. At the same time,

perception of the image of the page, Whidh will be referred to

here as the "scene" of the text, maybe useful in reading in ways

other than simply providing the visual fetures for-the

identification of individual words and of sentence punctuation,

paragraphingl.etc.

It has been suggested that the frequent regressions made by

lesi skilled readers have the effect of presenting the text to

the mind in an-inappropriate order, leading to confusions in

understanding (Taylor, Note a). Others have argued that this is

not the case, but rather that the mind "smooths over" such

57
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erratic sequences, and while the*eyes may fixate the words in

some order other than that of the textual sequence, the

fundamental perception is in the skiatial sequence that maintains

the normal language order (Kolers, 1976). This smoothing-over

process could be mediated by a mental image of the page which is

to some degree independent of the fixation order (given that the

degree of visual detail is available in the text region Where

reading is directly occurring). This suggests the existence of`a

menfalicepreseirta-t-ion of_an image of the text; to which each

fixation contributes; and which is in turn the basis on which

further reading/processes depend (McConkie & Rayner, 1975). It

should be no)4d that the degree to which the mira can tolerate'

variations in e4osure sequence to the text 'and still maintain

comprehension, and whether this ability is one developed as part

of the development bf reading skill, has not been explored, let

.alone-the question of whether this depends on a spatial image of

the text. Furthermore; while this" is an appealing notion in that

it provides a nice account for several.aspects of perce, on

during reading, recent studies haye called it into question.

Traditionally, tho explanations have been given for*how

images from successive fixations might be integrated into such a

composite mental representation (Cumming, 1978). One possibility

is that this integration depends on kno.ledge of the length and
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direction of the saccade: The image from the new fixaLon is

mentally displaced -a- directicin and" distance to compensate for

this new viewing position, and it then matches and is integrated

with the image constructed from previous fixations. The other

possibility is that saccade information is not needed: The new

image is simply justified with the old on the basis of pattern

similarity.

If images are justified on'the basis of knowledge cf

saccades, then great disruption should be produced lf,"during a

saccade; theltext were to be shifted so that the following

fixation was,not clhtered atthe place in the)text where it was

originally destined. However, shifting the text in this mannerN
to right or left by 2-3 letter positions is not detected by

readers (Brillgeman,, Hendry,-& Stark, 1975; O'Regan, 1981;

McConkie, Zola & Wolvertop, Note 6), and while changes are

rn by this Manipulation, they do

not appear to indicate the type of disruption that would be
-

expected (McCankie, Zola, & Wolverton,

induced in the eye movement p

If integration occurs on the basis of patterp larity, on

the other hand, then similarity of the visual pattern from one

fixation to the next would be critical. This was put to test by

having people read passages printed in AlTeRnAtInG cAsE, and

59
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changing the case of every letter guring certain saccades, so

successive visual images would not be similar (McConkie & Zola,.

1979). These changes were not noticed by the readers, and had no

effect on their eye movement patterns. Similar results were

found in a word identification study (Rayner, McConkie, & Zola,-
!

1980)t. Tbusvif justification of images is based on Visual

similarity, this cannot be at the level Of similarity of letter

or word, shapes. In' pilot studiea'we have found that this result

is not peculiar to text in alternating case; if only occasional

letters are capitalized, but which ones are capitalized is

changed from one fixation to the next, thig: is not detected

readers. Furthermore, changing spacing between words doessnot

appear to be detected. Thus, it is not clear at this time what

aspects of visual similarity might be Used as a'basis for

justifying an image from one fixation with some generalized prior

image. A

Turning to another related issue, it'has often been

suggested that information from the same word may be obtained on

more. than one fixation (that is, that successive-individual .

fixation spans maY.overlap) (Hebei', 1.976; L. Haber & R. Haber, in

press; Hochberg, 1976; Rayner, Inhofe, Morrison,_ Slowiaczek,

Sertera,"1981; Smith, 1971). This may allow information gained

from the vi.,ual periphery on one fixation to,facilitate

ti
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Perception of a word brought into foveal vision on the next

/ fixation (Rayner, 1978h), it may provide `a second opportunity to

test a hypothesis but this time with greater detail (Hochberg,
)

1976), or may reinforce perception of words in other ways (Houma,

1978; Smith, 1971). A series of studies employing a multiple-

fixation word identifiCation task demonitrated 'that information

acquired from a word in the periphery on one fixation can reduce

the time required to name the word on the'next (Rayner, 1978b;

Rayner, McConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978; Rayner, McConkie, & Zola,

1980), though`this may only occur when the set of words being

used is known in advance by the.subjects (MeClelland& 0,Regan,

in press; Paap & Newsome, in press); Interference from having 6,

word change from one fixation to the,next.during,reading has also

been reported'(Rayner, 1975a;,O'Regan, 1980). These results are

all consonant with the notion that perceptual. images are

.integrated across ixations.
r

On the other hand, recent studies'in our laboratory have

caused us to-wonder whether such integration exists. If

sentences are written in which either of two words differing in a

single letter are appropriate at a given word location 0.eaks

leaps, for instanct.), and the distinguishing letter is changed

from fixation to fixation during reading, subjects are unaware of
'

this, and it produces no effect cip the eyp movement patterns

C

1
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.1

(McConkiel Note 11). Apparently the words are not being reat,on
r...-----> eee r

two successive fixations, or one would expect the change in

meaning to be detected. If groups of four words differing.in

only two letter r.Isitions are identified pushy, mustyl'esusla,

gusty, for instance and sentences written into which any of the

words fit appropriately, the word can be switched from one

fixation to the next without the reader's awareness, as well.

The difference between studies in which changes in words

cause detectable problems and those studies where it does not,

lies in the fact that, in the latter 'studies, whatever

combination of letters the subject obtains from those that are on

the screen at one t!:e or another, a readable rendition of the

text results.' In the earlier studies, this was not the case.

Thus, it seems likely that changing letters and words from one

fixatton to the next is not itself a detectable event during

reading; the only question is whether the text (letter sequence)

as perceived yields an appropriate meaning. This in turn

suggests that information carried across fixations during reading

malt not be of the farm of global perceptual images so much as of

local letters or word parts (MoCankie & Zola, )979;. Rayner,

McConkie, & Zola, 1980).

At this pbint, then, there is reason to doubt that
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perceptual images are being integrated during reading in the

manner described earlier. Bothbases.for such integration have

been called into qudstion, and it is mot clear exactly what type

of information is being Carried across fixations at a perceptual'

level. .This raises questions about the relation of perception in

reading to that of viewing scenes and events, and thus aboUt what

one learns perceptually in learning to read. These would be

easier' to deal with 'if more were known about perception in

viewing scenes. But assuming that.a composite image is farmed in

that case, In learning to read does one \just develop a further

way of .using visual information from that image, or could it be
i'that one learns a different way of fesponding to visual patterns,

learning to attend to and use local detail fore the purpose of

reading, perceiving the meaning communicated,. rather than forming

composite images? he time is right for applying eye movement

' contingent research techniques to the study of perceptual

learning in learning to read.
4

LEARNING ABOUT MENTAL PROCESSES FROM EYE MOVEMENT DATA

One motivation for studying eye movements and perception in

reading has teen the hope thatl'once this is understood_ better,'

it mays be possible to use eye movement data to test hypotheses

About higher Mental processes. It may be that eye movement data
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can even yield a word-Sy-word indication of processing time (Just

tc.Carpenter, 1984 McConkie, Hogaboam, Wolverton, Zolal& Lucas,
-' _4 .

%0' \1979)., However, there are complexities in achieving this that

must be recovized. For examples W.When the eyes,are centered

on a word, it is not necessarily only that 'word that is being

seen on that fixation, (b) The period of time spent fixating a

word is not the actual time 41;,,mt processing it, though there is

. a relationahip between these times. (c) The lengthof the saccade

following,a*fixation is probably not being directed In the basis

of'the full processing of the information Mils red from that

fixation, and just what aspects of the information are coming

into play in that decision is not knot-.41. (d) RegressiOns are not

necessarily stimulated by information gained on the fixation

immediately prior to them, but can be the result of visual

patterns on fixations previous to that. (e) There are

correlations in the language-itself, which can easily mislead us

in attempting to establish the cause of pertain eye movement

patterns. (f) As with any psychological research, averaged

measures may 'not be a appropriate representation of the nature

of the effect or a variable stn individual inStances. Further

clarification of the rela %ivnship betWeen eye movements and

cognitive processes involved in reading is an important goal for

future research.
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In spite-of these difficulties, eye movement data.are

proving useful in studying cognitive processes. Their use is

fully justified in several situations. First, eye movement data

cerf-Xovide measures of reading time over larger regions of text

(regions that require several fixations). Second, the existence

of differences in eye movement patterns as a result of some text

or display manipulation is evidenpe for the existence -of

processing effects of some-sort, and the pattern, of the

differences can be a basis for speculating about the nature of

those effects. !third, locating, the time at which eye iflovement

patterns are first affected by'some variab'e plates contraints on

the time when the proces'ses differentially affected by the

different conditions took place, The existence of lagged effects
a

on eye movement behavior makes it important that we recognize

that the propesses have occurred at least by the point. at which

differences are Observed in the data; hey may have occurred

earlier-. Thus, in several-important Ways, eye movement records

can provide useful, datal.it the study of cognitive] processes in

reading.

\ CONCLUDING commws

Consideraple progress has' been made in the study of 0 fr

perception during reading in rc;ent years. New findings have
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been advanced, and issues have been clarified. Much or

progress has resulted frorr research involving th recording of

eye movements and, particularly, con rolling aspects or the text

display contingent upon those eye movements 4ith the base 'that

63

'amt.

. has now been laild in both technology .and t eory, we. can

anticipate even greateriprogress in the futUre. We can expect.to.

see answ rs coming forth on many of the issues raised in this

paper, and to see these research techniques extended to study

children learning to read and people having reading difficulty.

Hopefully, this work will lead to the identification 'of_specific,

types of perceptual difficulties, where they exist, awd may

suggest standard diagnostic techniques. Final it seems likely

that the general approach being to the udy of perception

during reading mill be- extended to the perception of complex
P,

scenes and events as electronic graphies'technolagy develops.

IP!
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.Fixation durations are:
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Table 1

Local Influences on Eye Movement Patterns

Longer on low frequency words.,
(Hiegel', Olson & Davidson, 1981; Rayner, 1977

Longer on technical words, where readers have a poorer Burwell (cited by Kolers1976)

technical vocabulary.

Longer on shorter words. O'Regan, 1980,'15181

Longer when erropeous letters were in the periphery on O'Regans 1980; Rayner, 1975-a; Underwood &

the prior fixation.
McConkie, Note 5

Longer if fovea' letters are replaces by a grating. Rayner 6 gertero, 19799

Longer When text Is masked for the first pact of the Rayner &,.Pollatsek, 19,31; Wolverton, 1979- '4
. $1

. 4fixation, or during the fixation (if not too near
.

;F:,
.

.4the end).

,g
Longer on less constrained fiords. Zola, 1981 o 0

it.

.....-'

=
Longer un "semantically primed" words. Ke4 e0, 1940 A ,

. .' ii
, r-,.,

..Longer on words if indirect, rather than direct, Juq Citrpra
m

; 197k n
.

.Inference is required.
4.. .

.-
1 //

1

..
4. p

l
.*

Longer on certaig gramatical elements.
, Vanat, 1971; Raynci, ln

Longer on first fixations on lines. Woodworth, 19314 10;o1c1r. 11/7

4,



Table: 1 (Contid:t

Lamer nit words -containing spelling errors.

Longei. in regions of text containing, more important

ideas..

Longer or muz!bers tee names have tore. syllsfhtes.
04

Longer sinen there is a Angle fixation on a word rather
a-

than {wo fixation9.
44; ,

Shoxter cxi .k-it.t.te; than on dot or space in 1-fixaraon

tilt. *NO fetutizi suee?.

Shatter when they are the fir.al fixations ork

Short..-_r when they are at -tilt', bestliOni4-arui Cittle

Chan itt the 'colter..
-;.

Azrv:Itter on ! -,,tt.iom-4 pr ior to and folLving regreions,.

t,it prior. IpaCes in rho, text..

hetvit33 F-v-rstence. s.

}etigth & frequf-Iig. of worp

V.

Zola, 1,481.

Sbebilski & lNlsher, Note

Fynte; 1974

Kliegel, Olson & Davidson, 1981

Arnold Tinker, 1939

Huey, 1,108

Rayneg, i97;'

C.' Rego:, 1.983

a ,4

;tern, 1978
I

Abrams Zuber 1972-73'

Rayner, 1975-a

Ktiega, °Loa 191

I

F

+.
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Sac.eadic hove rents are:

I

Table' (Con 'd)

Longer when a longer word ales to the right of the

fixated word.

Lengef following a fixation on a longer word.

Shorter when erroneous letters Lie in the near

periphery or when peripheral letters are

replaced by-a ;rating.
. %

Shorter, and with more regressions, in regions cif text,i

tat are tore. important.

O'Re a 1979

\I

O'Regan, 1979

McConkie & Rayner, 1975, 1976; McConkie

& Underwood, Note 2; O'Regan, 198

Rayner & Bertera, 1979; Rayner,

Inhoff, Morrison, SlOwiaczek, & Bertera,

1981; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1981

Shebilski & Fisher, Note(

""ire likely to be regressive if the text frilfted O'Regan, 1981, MeConkle, Zola & Wolverton, ;

rtto the left during a sacce.di.

ons are less likely to be centered

Thew " than on a 3-letter verb.

The resion between sentences.

Blink areas on the' text,

1910.

O'Regan, 1979-,1980; Rayne?. 1977

Rayner, 145 -a

Abrams & Zuber, 1972-73
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Table 1 %tont d)

The centers oI words, ratir An the en
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short, words. If the word to the Le:' is longer.

A letter,, if. it is In a worei:-.-of medium lengtts,

ratlier than longer or fihorter.

A prior context nascence after encountering
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Eye flovemen

Figure Caption

and Perception

78

Figure_14 Some critical time--; during the period of a

xation in reading. The line represents relative eye poLition

in a temporally based eye movement record. Taken from

McConi:iz.,, and Underwood (Note 2).
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